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going to show to India that the unity of party front towards Indian questions was recons-
tituted and he hoped also that it was going to send to India a unanimous message of
goodwill at a very critical moment in the history of both Great Britain and India itself,
So far as the resolution was concerned, he c.mld say for himself, and he believed for
the members of his party, that they were perfectly prepared to support it. It was a resolu-
tion in two parts. The first part stated the satisfaction of the House at the increasing
sense of goodwill and co-operation in India, There could be no difference of opinion upon
a proposal such as that, Th-3 second part of the resolution was quite harmless and he
should have thought it was unnecessary. It was something in the u-iture of a reminder to
the Secretary of State and the Viceroy to carry out their duti.'s in a wry responsible task.
He should have preferred to leave it to the Viceroy without any reminder of this Home
to deal in his own way with the question ot political prosecutions. He should have
preferred that in this debate nothing should have been said on the question of these pro-
secutions, particularly of a trial that was actually " sub ]udice." He was prepared to
leave questions of that kind to the discretion of the Viceroy. After all the Viceroy was
not a hard-faced and narrow-minded man. He was a man in whose judgment, sympathy
and wisdom they had all the greatest confidence, It was much hitter to leave the master
in his hands. He would ask the Secretary of Si ate if hn could make it quite clear in
his speech that he had no intention of bringing pressure from Whitehall upon the Viceroy
in dealing with questions of political amnesty or the prosecution that is now actually
" &ub iudice."
Dealing with the first part of the resolution, had he been drafting it, he would have
made it even wider and he would have inclu ied not only Indian representatives and
Indian organisations but also European Associations who represented the British subjects
living and working in India,
It seemed to him that there was no feature of the preRcnfc Indian situati m so
significant as the remarkable unanimity that had been shown as to the proposal made by
the Viceroy for a Conference after the issue of the Simon Report. There had been
unanimity not only of representative Indian individuals and Indian organisations, but
also unanimity of Indian Princes and of European Associations one and all. They had
welcomed the proposal of*a Conference. He ventured to suggest from the point of view
of the House that they should also give the Conference an unanimous welcome. There
were many questions that they would ;have to discuss in the nr>xt year or so in which the
Conference could give them very valuable help on questions such as those dealing with
the treatment of minorities, the relation of provinces to the Central Government and
relations of -Indian States to British India. The opinion of the Conference would also be
of the utmost value in considering the future legislation in regard to India.
He hoped that the Secretary of State would take the House into his confidence with
reference to that Conference.
He hoped that as soon as a decision had been arrived at, he would let the House
know all the relevant details about it and let them know it in time so that the House
could express its opinion upon the detail that it wanted to know — what th® terms of
reference would be, what the representation would be upon and what would be its general
procedure. If the Secretary of State could give them that undertaking, be saw no reason
why the message from the House should not be a unanimous message There were no
questions, he concluded, connected with the Empire that interested Conservatives more
than questions concerning India, Conservatives wished to play their part to-night in
sending a message of goodwill to India and in hoping in the years to come for Indian
co-operation to work out. the frame-work for the future Government of India and to
bring about a state of affairs that would not only mean prosperity for great Britain and
for India, but would also strengthen the force of peace throughout the whole word.
The Secretary of State for India, Mr, WEDQ-WOOD BBKN, said  " We are all entitled to
congratulate ourselves upon the trend of the debate to-night and«I should like  to  thank the
Hon. Member for Ley ton East (Mr, Brokway) for the terms in which he has moved his
motion. I know how strongly he feels about some of these things and I realise that in the
interests of unity as between ourselves and India ,and in the interests of the plans we have
in hand  at the moment he was stating his case witti great restraint  to which  I  can bear
witness,   I will not dwell upon the brilliant speech of the Hon. and Gallant Member for
. South Derbyshire (Major Graham Pole).    He is on his own ground in  this debate but  I
should like to thank the Bt. Hon. Member for Chelsea (Sir Samuel Hoare) for enabling us
tx> .say that the House of Commons is engaged to-night in the not  unworthy task oE showing
by a^tmanimoxis motion a gesture of response to that very remarkable unity which has been
exuifcittcL in India in welcoming the Viceroy's proclamation — a welcome which  waa
associated witft a list of names so long and so diverse that I imagine it will almost- be
mnpuralleled fn the recent history .

